Advances in microelectrode technology have had a significant impact on the field of neuroscience. The reasons for these recent advances and the continuing drive to create even better neural interfaces stems from the potential applications for creating and maintaining a long-term neural implant. These applications include: gaining a better understanding of neural functions and complex neural networks; development of devices to provide an interface with the central nervous system; signals that control function; prosthetic devices that interact with the environment; and the treatment of various neurological disorders via drug delivery. Hence, the potential scientific impact of having reliable, long-term neural devices is the main driving force behind neural electrode research and development [1]. This paper presents the logical progression of visualization of the intact interface between an implantable micro-device for recording and stimulating neural tissue and the surrounding neural tissue using various microscopy techniques. This progression entails initial trials using non-functional electrode implants in vitro, to non-functional electrodes in vivo, and finally to functional electrodes in vivo using several different imaging modalities.
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